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In the past decade, it was quite common to find corporate websites mad up of static websites.
Nowadays, this is more the exception than the rule. Live web presenters are nowadays used by
many companies when making corporate videos to convey the companyâ€™s message quickly and
effectively. Presenters are usually highly skilled and impart a professional look to a video.

Online media is in constant flux and evolving at breakneck speed. The internet is a huge arena full
of possibilities for a business and millions of potential customers for its products. Few businesses
can afford to totally overlook this marketplace and manage to compete effectively with rival
businesses or even survive. Many companies derive a huge chunk of their business from the
internet. Presenter videos, therefore, play a crucial role in driving a companyâ€™s web traffic and
increasing its sales volumes. Below are some benefits you get from a presenter video:

-	Presenters offer a personal touch that is often lacking in conventional web videos. People are more
likely to pay attention to a video, visit the recommended website or request for more information
when they feel a connection with the video and its content. This is exactly what presenters do. They
act as an effective link between online businesses and their customers.

-	Studies have shown that web videos with presenters get viewers to stick around longer. It is a well-
documented fact that the longer a person stays in a website, the more likely they are to make a
purchase or at the very least request for more information.

-	Customers get to interact at a personal level with the presenter. The presenter introduces the
companyâ€™s products in a lively manner and explains how they work in a way that demystifies them. A
good number of people are able to make a concrete decision after watching a presenter video

-	Most web browsers readily recognize these videos and can play them as streaming video.

-	PowerPoint presentations require the user to have this program installed in their computer before
using it. A presenter video, on the other hand, has no such compatibility issues and can readily be
played on any computer, mobile phone and DVD player. It makes a lot of senses to convert a formal
PowerPoint presentation into a presenter video.

-	A presenter video can easily be viewed on everyday devices such as iPhone, iPod and so on. It
can be watched even at workplaces.

-	You can choose from a wide variety of formats the one you want for your video since the internet
supports a good number of them.

A presenter video is miles ahead of formal presentations when it comes to getting the information
you intended across without getting your audiences yawning.
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James Edward - About Author:
Contact Qudos Animation to know more about Corporate Video, a Viral Videos 3D & 2D animations
and stop motion animations.
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